
BVSW Summer Reading—CA II 

In addition to the novels, plays, poetry and short stories that we read as part of the CA II curriculum, 
all incoming sophomores at BVSW will have the opportunity to engage in reading activities over the 
summer months. This strong emphasis on reading and the summer expectation for all students is a 
product of three main factors: 

1. Students are developing a strong groundwork for the requisite skills they are expected to have 
as they matriculate through the CA department at BVSW. 

2. Students are developing a strong groundwork for the requisite skills they are expected to have 
as they read across content areas outside of CA. 

3. Much research has shown that reading acumen (speed, comprehension, vocabulary 
knowledge) is a compelling piece of the students’ college readiness skill set. It also points to 
reader choice (self-selection) as one of the hallmarks of reading skills improvement. 

FOR ALL STUDENTS:   

Q: What should I do?   

A: Each incoming sophomore will use the attached BINGO sheet to identify a genre in which he/she 
is interested. The BVSW Library Media Specialists have created an extensive list of book choices 
within each genre. These lists include titles, authors, and summaries and are linked below. Students 
are expected to read one book from the list within one BINGO box (genre).   

Q:  How will I be assessed? 

A:  Summer reading will be assessed in one of two ways. Assessment method will be communicated 
by your CA teacher in the first days of school.   

Book Talk:   

 Conducted one-on-one with the teacher 
 Focuses on elements of plot, character, setting, theme, conflict, point of 

view 
 Think of the book talk as an opportunity to discuss a good book with your 

new CA teacher. 

Book Sell: 

 An oral presentation in front of the class 
 Focuses on the elements of plot, character, setting, theme, conflict, point 

of view 
 Think of the book sell as an opportunity to offer information, and insight 

about your book to your new CA classmates. 

 

Q:  When will I be assessed? 

A:  Assessments will begin the week of September 6th. 

  



Q:  What preparation is expected before school starts? 

A:  The only expectation before school starts is that you read and understand the book. We strongly 
advise making note of the characters, identifying the elements of the plot, noting themes, identifying 
point of view, articulating the conflicts, and considering the effect of setting. These elements will be a 
part of the assessment when school begins. This may involve highlighting, making notes in the 
margins, asking questions or making predictions. For this reason, we encourage you to consider 
purchasing your own copy of the book. It’s never too early to begin building your own library. 

Please consider the following before you choose your book: 

1.  Engage your parents in the selection process. It is important that they are knowledgeable 
about your choices.  They can offer excellent input. 

2. Choose wisely! Consider the genre. Read the plot summaries. Because you will be completing 
a BINGO (one book choice from each BINGO box in any row) over the course of the school 
year, you will want to look at the other genres in the row, too. 

3. Since you have all summer (and three weeks of school) to read this selection, this allows you 
to move at a more leisurely pace and/or select a longer or more challenging book. Consider 
challenging yourself while you have the time. 



CA II OUTSIDE READING BINGO SHEET 

Read one row across OR one column down OR diagonally for full credit (5 squares).   Your summer reading choice will serve as the first of the five squares.  
If you have questions about one of the genres listed below, see the back of this page for their definitions. The BVSW library media center is an excellent resource 

for finding books within a particular genre.  

Informational 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Adventure 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

New York Times Best 
Seller 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

World Culture 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Recommended by a  
Staff Member 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Horror 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 
 

Humor 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Science Fiction 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Narrative Nonfiction 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

A New Release 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

ALA Award Winner 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 
 

Autobiography 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Recommended by a 
Friend 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Classic Literature 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Fantasy 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Heroes 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 
 

Mystery 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Graphic Novel 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Historical Fiction 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Informational  
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

World Culture 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 
 

Romance 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

 Biography 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Sports 
 
Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 

Movie Books 
 

Title: 
 
 
Teacher Initials: 



Definitions of Genres 

Genre – A category of literary composition characterized by a particular style, form, or content. 

Biography – These books are a written history of someone’s life.  

Autobiography – These books are a written history of someone’s life narrated by the actual person. 

Adventure – These books focus on an undertaking usually involving danger and unknown risks; an exciting or remarkable experience. 

ALA Award Winner - Online at www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/yalsa/booklistsawards/booklistsbook.cfm 

Recommended by a Staff Member – Ask a staff member, any staff member, about what he/she reads and enjoys. 

World Culture - These books are either set in another culture or focus on characters from another culture. 

Science Fiction-These books are fiction dealing principally with the impact of actual or imagined science on society or individuals or 

having a scientific factor as an essential orienting component. 

Humor- Books in this category aren’t just humorous in a couple of places; humor is the primary purpose of the book . 

Classic Literature- These books are usually older and have passed the test of time.  

Fantasy- These books are imaginative fiction featuring especially strange or unrealistic settings and characters. 

Heroes- These books feature a figure often of divine descent endowed with great strength or ability. 

Mystery- This is a piece of fiction dealing usually with the solution of a mysterious crime. 

Historical Fiction- These are works in which the characters are fictional, but the setting and other details are rooted in actual history. 

Narrative Nonfiction- These books tell a real-life story that actually happened. 

Romance- Books in this category aren’t just romantic in a couple of places, the foundation of the plot is romantic. 

Sports – These books may be fiction or non-fiction with a primary focus on a sport. 

Movie Books – These books have been made into movies.  Be sure you have access to the movie so you can draw some 

comparisons.  

Graphic Novel – A novel in the form of comic strips. 

Informational – Informational books give the reader information about some topic.   

Horror – These books focus on or depict terrifying or macabre events. 

New Release – These are books which have been released within the last year. 

New York Times Best Seller – These are books found on the website:  www.nytimes.com/best-sellers-books/overview.html 


